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This catalogue is itself something special and new: it comes alive, so to speak, because it’s 
interactive for the very first time! The PDF is full of active links that take you straight to 
further information and exciting additional content. Click on any book cover, and you’ll find all 
the details, including English sample translations or long summaries. Some titles even have 
complete translations, which you can request directly from us by clicking on the relevant icon.

But that isn’t the only change – and innovation – that this crazy year brings: The Frankfurt Book 
Fair is just around the corner and for the first time, we won’t have a real stand there. We can’t deny 
that feels strange. But we can at least invite you to our brand-new, digital stand! There you can 
still look around, browse our books and, of course, also meet us to talk about our new titles – 
whilst staying safe and doing your bit for the environment, too. 

Speaking of new developments: we have assembled a fantastic programme for you, including a 
few surprises. Bestselling author Paul Maar and ALMA nominee Eva Muggenthaler have created 
a wonderful picture book, The Golden Turtle. 

In the children’s book section, The Animal Police solve their first case in the new series by Emmi 
and Unipig author Anna Böhm. The Ogglies are celebrating their 30th anniversary with numerous 
exciting books and their first feature film, to be released next spring. If you haven’t met this weird, 
green family yet, it’s high time you did!

Our new imprint migo makes books as colourful as life itself and just as diverse – including 
compelling non-fiction such as Escape Room for Families: the popular Escape Room game adapted 
for your own four walls. Ideal for children’s birthdays or rainy weekends at home.

Readers with strong nerves will love the new YA title The Woods by Nova Hill – an edge-of-your-
seat horror thriller about young people who get lost in the grounds of an abandoned asylum. The 
film rights to this trilogy went under option immediately and the producers are aiming to create 
a series for a streaming platform. A perfect fit!

Enjoy our interactive book world!

Cover illustration by Ramona Wultscher: “Die Tierpolizei” (“The Animal Police”, p. 20) © Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg 2020

Ulrike Düwert
Rights Director
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2 in 1: Story  
on the One Side,  
Height Chart  
on the Other

Lisa Rammensee · Susanne Lütje

Two plus One Makes Three –  
A Happy Penguin Family
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1486-1

Pingu spends his days doing what penguins like to 
to do best: swimming, diving, and sliding on the 
ice. Then he meets Pongo and they are very happy 
together. One day they suddenly find something lying 
on the ice: an egg! The pair incubate it. And what 
hatches out? A little chick. How wonderful! 

Annette Moser · Caroline Opheys

1,2,3 … As Tall As Me! – My Height Chart Book
Board Book Ages 18 Months +  |  16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1483-0

Unfold, look, read, measure, hang! 

All the animals think they’re tall  
Even those that are very small.  
But none of them’s as tall by half  
As the tree-top touching, giant giraffe. 

What about you? Are you as tall as a mouse, or a sheep, or a bear?  
The concertina growth chart will tell you, and it will go on telling  
you until you are fully grown. 

The heartwarming story  
of two male penguins  
hatching an egg together

A beautifully made board book with loving  
illustrations combined with photographs of the Arctic

Amusing rhymes  
coupled with  

colourful  
illustrations

150cm height  
chart – suitable  
for wall-hanging

Full English translation available

Full English translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/ein-ei-fuer-zwei/9783789114861?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/123-groooss/9783789114830?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Moser_1%2C%202%2C%203%20...%20as%20tall%20as%20me.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/L%C3%BCtje_Two%20plus%20One%20%3D%20Three.pdf


Carola Sturm · Carla Häfner

First Words – First Rhymes:  
Motor Vehicles
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1466-3

Carola Sturm · Carla Häfner

First Words – First Rhymes:  
The Forest
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1468-7

Four small and very special picture dictionaries on the perennial favourite themes of “the forest”, “the farm”, “motor vehicles”  
and “animals”. Alongside the classic and delightful illustrations, each new word is also explained by means of short and catchy rhymes.  
These help to imprint these new acquisitions in the minds of small children, who will also enjoy the playful element as they look  
at the pictures and repeat the rhymes along with you. 

Carola Sturm · Carla Häfner

First Words – First Rhymes:  
The Farm
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1467-0

Carola Sturm · Carla Häfner

First Words – First Rhymes:  
Animals
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1465-6

Easy-peasy, Lemon Squeezy! A Speedy Way to Learn First Words
An engaging combination of picture dictionary and early rhymes:  
Popular board book topics forest, farm, motor vehicles, animals

Full English translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/erste-woerter-erste-reime/9783789114656?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/erste-woerter-erste-reime/9783789114663?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/erste-woerter-erste-reime/9783789114670?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/erste-woerter-erste-reime/9783789114687?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/H%C3%A4fner_First%20Words%20-%20First%20Animals%20Animals.pdf


Larisa Lauber · Sandra Grimm

Pull Twice  
… and Find the Animals!
Board Book Ages 24 Months + 
14 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1496-0

There’s loads to discover in these pull tab books: Elephants, tractors, whales, diggers, 
sheep, fire engines … children dive into a new world with every double page spread, 
and get to know our favourite animals and vehicles. A host of entertaining suprises 
reveals itself to our small readers as they pull the tabs on every page twice, and 
uncover the rest of the picture. 

Larisa Lauber · Sandra Grimm

Pull Twice  
... and Find the Vehicles!
Board Book Ages 24 Months + 
14 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2114-2

Katharina Staar · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Wipe your Paws, Kitty Cat!
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
18 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2118-0

Oops: the little animals are completely filthy. Kitty 
Cat’s fur is covered in milk. The puppy has been 
splashing in a puddle. And all that clover-nibbling 
has turned the little rabbit’s nose green. Now just 
turn the pages, and watch the animals become clean 
again. What a shame that the little pink piglet would 
rather jump into a pool of mud – making all the 
other animals filthy again. What fun!  

Sturdy tabs 
to pull twice

Bestselling themes 
Vehicles and Animals

Fun 
rhymes

The perfect book for all 
mucky pups – read-aloud 
fun guarantees instantly 
clean paws!

Continues the much-loved series

Double the Fun!
Pull tab entertainment in board book format  
by best-selling author Sandra Grimm

Chin Up, Little Fox!  
978-3-7891-1089-4

Goodnight, Little Lion!  
978-3-7891-0930-0

Slats are  
turned over 

when turning 
the page

More than 34.000 copies sold!
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/putz-die-tatze-kleine-katze/9783789121180?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/zieh-2-mal/9783789114960?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/zieh-2-mal/9783789121142?m=r


Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

The Little Owl’s Birthday
Board Book Ages 18 Months +  |  16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2111-1

The Little Owl is all a-flutter. At last: it’s her birthday tomorrow!  
Early next morning, the Owl Parents celebrate with presents and cake. 
The sparrow, too, comes to wish her a happy birthday. And he’s not the 
only one: Granny, Grandpa and numerous other guests come to serenade 
her in a fabulous chorus. Oh, if only every day could be a birthday! 

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

The Little Owl Song Book
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
26 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2109-8

The Little Owl Song Book gathers together the best 
songs sung by the little owl and her friends:

1.  “Ow!” Said the Owl 
2.  The Unicorn Without A Horn 
3.  The Lobster is a Sobster 
4.  The Unicorn Seeks The Rainbow 
5.  Little Owl Doesn’t Want A Bath 
6.  Why Has The Bear Lost His Growl? 
7.  The Little Fox Hears A Noise 
8.  The Mouse With The Louse 
9.  Good Night, Little Owl! 
10.  The Beaver Has A Fever 
11.  Happy Birthday, Little Owl! 
12.  The Little Unicorn Looks For Mum 

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

The Little Owl –  
My First Jigsaw Book
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2110-4

“Someone’s crying: who can it be?” Is it coming from 
the sea? The Little Owl sets straight off to find out. 
On her way, she bumps into the hedgehog, the pig, 
the beaver and the mouse, who all join in with the 
hunt. And who do they find in the end? Poor sad 
bee sitting by the sea. But now he’s happy again. “All 
alone and oh so sad – but now you’ve found me, I’m 
so glad!” Everyone’s happy again. Hurrah! 

Oodles of jigsaw fun with 
the bestselling Little Owl – 
with charming rhymes and 
colourful illustrations

Includes six large  
jigsaw pieces for small  
fans of The Little Owl

Perfect to sing along with  
The Little Owl – with simplified  
notation and chords

Suitable for childcare settings too!

You will find all songs 
out of The Little Owl 
Song Book on YouTube!

Happy  
Birthday, 
Little Owl!
Ever-popular topic:  
birthday celebrations

The perfect gift  
for Little Owl fans –  
with hilarious rhymes 
and eye-catching  
illustrations

Full English translation available

1 MIO.  
COPIES
SOLD OF THE  

LITTLE OWL AND 
HER FRIENDS

Rights sold to

“Ow!” Said the Owl 
978-3-7891-6706-5

11 MIO.  
VIEWS
ON YOUTUBE
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule-hat-geburtstag/9783789121111?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-kleine-eule/9783789121104?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/das-grosse-eulen-liederbuch/9783789121098?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Weber_Ow%20Said%20the%20Owl.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3n72p9kAbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3n72p9kAbg


Promotes calm evening rituals 
and good sleep habits

The first board book by Peter Wohlleben  
and his daughter – a guaranteed big-seller

Eight goodnight  
scenes with beautiful  
pictures and lovely  
rhymes to join in with

Carina & Peter Wohlleben · Stefanie Reich

Cool Little Paws For Pete
Board Book Ages 24 Months +  |  16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2102-9

A new forest adventure by renowned author Peter Wohlleben and his daughter.  
Goodness, it’s hot! Peter the Forester and Pete the Squirrel are sweating buckets outside the forester’s 
lodge. While Peter has a refreshing ice-cream, the squirrel scuttles off to find a cooler place. On the way, 
Pete encounters a host of other animals, who describe what they do when they are too hot. The frog 
leaps into the cold water; the wild boar wallows in a muddly puddle; and the grasshopper hides in the 
shade of a blade of grass. These tips are no help to Pete, though. Eventually the squirrel reaches the old 
beech forest. It’s so pleasantly cool there… Pete absolutely has to tell his friend Peter about it. 

Susanne Lütje · Marina Rachner

Good Night, Little One
Board Book Ages 18 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1469-4

When it’s time to go to sleep, there’s nothing 
nicer than ending the day with a cuddle in bed. 
But before little eyes start to shut, it’s time for a 
bedtime story or gentle song. How lovely, then, 
that the tender rhymes in this story can be sung 
to the melody of Brahms’ famous Lullaby as 
well as being read aloud. 

Marina Rachner · Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

How Baby Animals Go To Sleep
Board Book Ages 24 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7843-6

How does the lion say goodnight? What does the 
baby mouse like best before he falls contentedly 
asleep? The animal children and their parents 
cuddle up close before they go to sleep at night 
just like young human children do. An absolute 
favourite for every child’s goodnight ritual!  

Discover  
Nature Right 
From the  
Cradle With 
Peter & Pete
Lift-the-flap book includes 
fascinating facts about  
the forest – charming and 
lovingly told

Longseller: More than 300.000 copies sold!

Full English translation available

Rights sold to

Rights sold to
Rights sold to

Do You Know  
Where the Tree  
Children Are? 
978-3-7891-0960-7

Rights sold to

One More  
Kiss – and  
That’s It! 
978-3-7891-1086-3

Full English translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/gute-nacht-kleiner-schatz/9783789114694?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kuehle-pfoetchen-fuer-piet/9783789121029?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wie-kleine-tiere-schlafen-gehen/9783789178436?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Br%C3%BCgge_How%20Baby%20Animals%20Go%20to%20Sleep.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/L%C3%BCtje_Good%20Night%20Little%20Sweetheart.pdf


A new addition to the “Little Fox Reads Aloud”  
series – A read-aloud boardbook with all kinds of  
different stories for the very smallest people

Amusing rhymed story about  
the custom of putting out shoes 
for St Nicholas – the perfect  
St Nicholas Day present

Do the biggest boots  
mean the best presents?

The ideal book to accompany 
children at a Lantern Festival,  
or Festival of Light

Henriette Wich · Sabine Kraushaar

My Lantern Twinkles Like  
the Stars
Board Book Ages 24 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1464-9

Sofie und Lasse are beside themselves with 
excitement: Kindergarten is preparing for the 
Lantern Festival! The children are all making 
multicoloured lanterns and singing happy St 
Martin’s Day songs. Evening finally arrives, and 
the procession begins. The lanterns glow so 
beautifully in the darkness. And sweet pretzels 
await them when they return. 

Diana Kohne · Susanne Weber · Carla Felgentreff

Boots Out for St Nicholas!
Board Book Ages 24 Months + 
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1443-4

Excitement is mounting: St Nicholas is coming! 
The little mouse happily puts out her freshly 
cleaned boots for him. The elephant next door 
puts his shoes out, too. “Hang on a minute,” 
thinks Mousie. “You could fit ten times more 
presents in Elephant’s shoes than in mine!” Do 
bigger boots mean better presents? And what 
about the snake? She doesn’t have any feet or 
shoes at all! But St Nicholas knows what he’s 
doing: the next morning, the three friends find 
three equally filled plates. Together they enjoy 
their tasty treats. What a happy St Nicholas Day! 

Mascha Matysiak · Tessa Rath · Carola Sieverding

The Little Fox Reads Aloud – Good Night, Sleep Tight
Board Book Ages 24 Months +  |  20 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0246-6

It’s Samira’s first sleepover at Granny and Grandpa’s house. This takes courage –  
and the fantastic snuggly den which Grandpa makes for her. In another story,  
the Squirrel family is preparing to hibernate. Max learns how important sleep  
is when his mother develops a high temperature. Max knows what will help:  
Mum needs to sleep – and she wakes up well again the next morning.  
Even the zoo’s inhabitants find their eyelids drooping in this  
warmly narrated and richly illustrated bedtime story.  
Read-aloud stories for little ones, with chunky  
board pages and rounded edges suitable for  
small hands. 
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/der-kleine-fuchs-liest-vor/9783770702466?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/nikolaus-stiefel-raus/9783789114434?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/meine-laterne-leuchtet-wie-die-sterne/9783789114649?m=r


More than just a book: 
includes fold- 
out pages and  
a modelling  
sheet to make  
your own fire  
station

Music composed especially 
for this book – combines 
entertainment and musical 
education

Includes a map of the world  
and postcards

A gripping and age-appropriate 
story raises children’s awareness 
of the need to protect themselves 
against the sun

Fox & Sheep · Thies Schwarz

The Little Fire Brigade –  
Flying High
Picture Book Ages 3+ 
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-001-7

A summons reaches the Little Fire Station:  
a mysterious animal needs to be rescued from  
a tree. But what is this creature which is stuck in 
the treetop? The Little Fire Station crew and their 
engine are always ready to race to any emergency. 
But when Grumpy Gertrude thinks her afternoon 
nap is being disturbed by loud animal noises, 
a rather different adventure awaits them. For 
which animal says “Miaowoof”? And how can 
it be rescued from the tree: with a trampoline, a 
human ladder, or, if it comes to it, a rocket? 

Fox & Sheep · Karoline Pietrowski

Round the World with  
Fox and Sheep – Konichiwa!
Picture Book Ages 3+ 
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-002-4

On their farm, the friends Fox and Sheep  
produce all kinds of delicacies which they  
sell on to customers worldwide. When they  
receive an order from distant Osaka, they 
immediately set off on their little train. But  
how do you even say “hello” in Japanese? 

Loretta Stern · Bela Brauckmann · Ulf Keyenburg

The Little Note
Picture Book Ages 4+ 
72 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-016-1

The Little Note and his friend Rebecca Rest leave 
their staves to venture out on a thrilling journey 
into the world of sounds and music. They discover 
a range of different music styles such as songs by 
singer-songwriters, hip hop, pop music and even 
a classical symphony at a concert hall. In the end 
they also make the little girl Antonia discover her 
love of music and keep on practising the piano.  
On their acoustic journey the Little Note and 
Rebecca Rest lead young readers through the 
sound world of everyday life.

As well as writing the book, the authors – 
musicians themselves – composed music in all  
the styles treated in the story. This was in turn  
 recorded by artists such as pop star Johannes 
  Oerding, hip hopper Denyo, jazz legend Rolf Kühn  
   and the renowned Deutsches Filmorchester 
    Babelsberg, and is available as a CD and  
     to download.

Inge Eicke · Dieter Faber · Mareikje Vogler

Cosmo & Azura –  
The Dark Secret of the Sun
Picture Book Ages 4+ 
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-025-3

Friends could not be more different: the dainty 
dragonfly Azura and the clumsy mole Cosmo.  
In the meadow by the pond, the two of them make 
friends with two children. “Beware the dark secret 
of the sun,” warns the toad in the muddy shore. 
Already one of the two children suffers a painful 
sunburn. And shortly afterwards, a fire breaks out, 
ignited by the sun’s rays bundled in a magnifying 
glass. Now all that counts is: stick together and 
fight the flames!

Based on the Highly  
Successful Children’s Apps
The apps are available in 180 countries and 13 languages!

Rund um die Welt mit fuchs und schaf

inh_978-3-96846-002-4_001_poster.indd   1

27.05.2020   15:53:24

Postkarte_978-3-96846-002-4_001   2

27.05.2020   15:50:19

Postkarte_978-3-96846-002-4_001   1

27.05.2020   15:50:19
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Ganz in Gedanken schiebt Kara ihre Hände  

in die Taschen ihres Sommerkleidchens.

„Ups!“ Sie zieht etwas heraus. „Die hatte ich ja ganz vergessen. 

Eine Tube Sonnenmilch!“

„Lecker!“, ruft Cosmo. „Krieg ich auch ’n Schluck?“

Kara lacht. „Die ist doch nicht zum Trinken. Die ist für die Haut, 

als Sonnenschutz!“

„Also in Surinam, wo meine Familie herkommt, brauchen  

wir keine Sonnencreme und auch keinen Schlamm“,  

erklärt Leon. „Da gehen die Leute mittags erst gar nicht  

in die Sonne. Die machen Siesta.“

„Siesta?“, fragt Cosmo. „Ist das was zu essen?“

Leon schüttelt lachend den Kopf. Dann erzählt er,  

wo auf der Welt sich die Menschen und auch die Tiere  

in der heißen Mittagszeit ein schattiges Plätzchen suchen, 

um sich auszuruhen. 

Ausruhen? Das ist genau nach Cosmos Geschmack. Er zeigt nach 

oben. „Du, Leon, guck mal. Ich glaub, wir haben gerade Siesta–Zeit.“

„Los, wir legen uns in die Hängematte“, schlägt Kara begeistert vor.

„Perfekt“, sagt Leon. „Da ist Schatten.“

Die Kinder klettern in die Hängematte. Cosmo und Azura schubsen 

die beiden an. Bald schaukeln sie alle sanft hin und her, immer wieder 

hin und her … 10
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kleine-feuerwehr/9783968460017?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/rund-um-die-welt-mit-fuchs-und-schaf/9783968460024?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/der-kleine-ton/9783968460161?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/cosmo-und-azura/9783968460253?m=r
https://www.foxandsheep.com/


Overcoming fear with laughter –  
an artistic picture book by  
Paul Maar and Susann Opel-Götz

Power-couple Maar and Muggenthaler:  
Destined to become a classic 

Renowed artist Eva Muggentaler 
was nominated in 2015 and  
2016 for the Astrid Lindgren 
Memorial Award

Innovative,  
striking pictures –  
also great fun for adults

Paul Maar · Eva Muggenthaler

The Golden Turtle
Picture Book Ages 4+  |  32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2101-2

Roswitha the Turtle has just discovered that someone has written something on her fabulous golden 
shell. Unbelievable! What on Earth might it say? “Please could you tell me what it says on my back?” 
Roswitha asks the animals, one by one. Unfortunately, though, they aren’t particularly helpful. But then 
a dangerous situation turns out to be the key which will solve the mystery… 

Paul Maar · Susann Opel-Götz

Three Mean, Rotten Fellows
Picture Book Ages 4+ 
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-6871-0

Konrad is fed up! He lives with his parents in 
a really bad area, where there are some really 
mean, rotten ghosts going about frightening 
everyone from men to mice. “I’ve had enough 
of all this spooking,” says Konrad. “Now I’m 
really going to teach those meanies a lesson.” 
Armed with anti-ghost bullets, he sets off for 
the sooty castle, making his way through the 
dark woods and over the lonely rocks. But it’s 
not that easy, teaching mean, rotten spooks 
a lesson! What a good thing Konrad finds a 
peculiar check cat in the sooty castle … 

Susann Opel-Götz

Now We Are Cool
Picture Book Ages 5+ 
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-6955-7

So what’s cool? Just what boys want! From 
today on, Leo and Mug are going to be cool! 
How? That’s obvious. Sunglasses on their noses, 
music bouncing off the walls, watching horror 
films and staying up as long as they like. Cool 
boys naturally have pets like big, hairy spiders 
or vicious-looking rats, and burping and farting 
at the table are an absolute must. But what are 
they going to do with their cat and their dog 
now? And when they come to think about it, 
they actually like watching children’s films 
best! Very soon, Leo and Mug realise that being 
cool is an exhausting business!  

 
 
A Fairy-tale  
Parable by  
Paul Maar
Secret clues and animals,  
coupled with the frisson  
of getting lost and finding  
your way back home

Full English translation available

Rights sold to

Full English translation available

Rights sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Maar_Three%20Mean%2C%20Rotten%20Fellows.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Maar_The%20Golden%20Tortoise.pdf


Jule Ambach · Nora Paehl

You Are My Biggest Delight
Picture Book Ages 5+  |  32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0243-5

It’s a day full of wonderful adventures for the lively little otter 
and his big, cuddly friend. When evening falls, they ask one 
another why today was so extra-specially, heart-warmingly 
lovely. The answer trips straight off the otter’s tongue:  
because they spent it together. “You know what?”  
says the big otter to the little otter, who has snuggled  
up to him and is looking up at his friend with his  
great big eyes, “You are my biggest delight!” 

Andrea Schütze · Tina Kraus

My Rainy Day Read-Aloud Book – 
Stories, Poems and Much More
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ 
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0230-5

Stories, poems, craft ideas, games, trivia and much 
more besides – all on the subject of rain. Young 
listeners discover all kinds of fun and interesting 
facts about the cosiest weather conditions of the 
year: how rain is formed, how much clouds weigh, 
things you can make when it’s raining, what a rain 
forest is, why earthworms are called ‘rain worms’ 
in German, and much, much more. All packaged in 
child-friendly stories to read out loud. 

Susanne Orosz · Barbara Korthues

How Do You Celebrate?  
Christmas Stories as Diverse  
as the World
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ 
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0159-9

How do Finnish, Spanish, Ghanaian, Russian, 
Japanese or Syrian children celebrate Christmas? 
This question is answered by this delightfully 
entertaining book. All the chapters concern 
friendship, with children introducing readers to 
their own countries. In the process, we discover 
that – regardless of our cultural heritage – we all 
share in the wonder and joy that Christmas brings 
every year. Diversity and love between all those who 
celebrate: that’s the meaning of Christmas. 

 
 
Rainy days  
are reading days

Powerful topic: cultural  
diversity and Christmas –  
with evocative and  
atmospheric illustrations

A Book Says 
More Than 
a Thousand 
Compliments
A tale to warm  
any heart: the  
perfect present!

On-trend  
hand-lettered  
typography
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/du-bist-mein-groesstes-glueck/9783770702435?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/und-wie-feierst-du/9783770701599?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/mein-regentage-vorlesebuch/9783770702305?m=r


Shh: top secret!  
Maluna Moonshine’s magical  
forest secrets 

Are we there yet?  
Waiting – everyone has to do it, 
and everyone hates it!

Practical handbag format

With game-ideas (for the road)

When Little 
Stars Go  
to Sleep…
Ideal bedtime  
read-aloud stories –  
the perfect present  
for kindergarten-aged 
children

Andrea Schütze · Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonshine –  
Most Mysterious Mystery Stories
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ 
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0235-0

There are many secrets in the magical forest, and 
Maluna knows all of them. All of them? No, of course 
not – but she would love to. Therefore, she’s taking 
us with her on a journey. She gives away a few 
secrets along the way; she herself discovers a few in 
these eight new stories. Needless to say, she’s helped 
out by bearers and keepers of secrets big and small. 
Maluna is there for all of us! 

Katja Richert · Lisa Hänsch

When Darkness Falls, Scatter Stars in the Sky  
Read-aloud Stories to Dream Away
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ 
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0241-1

With the right read-aloud story, children will enjoy going to sleep. This book is an anthology of 
everything small children need to become big dreamers. Everything is here, from a crazy fairy 
sleepover to amusing ghost adventures in kindergarten to a thrilling night in a tent in your own 
garden. Complemented by dreamy, poetic, amusing  
and ravishing illustrations, these bedtime  
stories will sweeten sleepy-time  
for tired little listeners. 

Maren von Klitzing · Ina Worms · Stéffie Becker

While You’re Waiting –  
Stories to Make the Time Speed by
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ 
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0245-9

Waiting doesn’t always have to be boring. However, 
children spend a lot of time doing it. At the dentist, 
at the bus stop, on long car journeys, before eagerly 
anticipated visitors arrive. Often quiet, sometimes 
loud, sometimes frolicking and jumping around, then 
as quiet as a mouse again. This book will make time fly 
by. Whether you’re out and about or at home, its handy 
size makes it ideal to carry around with you. Practical 
games at the end of each story help to fill the time 
whenever you have to wait. A must-have for anyone 
who has to spend time waiting with children. 

Maluna Moonshine –  
The Little Goodnight Fairy 
978-3-7707-4020-8 
Many more titles  
available in this series!

Rights sold to

English sample  
translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/maluna-mondschein/9783770740208?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/maluna-mondschein/9783770702350?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wenn-es-dunkel-wird-streu-sterne-die-nacht/9783770702411?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/wartezeitgeschichten/9783770702459?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Sch%C3%BCtze_Maluna%20Moonshine.pdf
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Sch%C3%BCtze_Maluna%20Moonshine.pdf


Andrea Schütze · Carola Sieverding

The Wild Forest Four 3:  
All Together, Nobody Alone
Read Aloud Book Ages 4+ 
96 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0228-2

A new child has started at the Forest Kindergarten: Eleni. Unlike any of the other 
children, she has Down Syndrome. There are other things that make her special, 
too: she can sort out the autumn leaves at a tremendous speed, and she also 
makes friends particularly easily. She’s not the only one who’s different. The little 
pet cat who suddenly appears is very different from the other animals who live 
in Honeycake Forest. The Wild Forest Four are now faced with a new and very 
special task – and they rise to the occasion as true friends and heroes. 

Carolin Jelden · Laura Bednarski

The Land of Light – The Search for the Enchanted Amulet
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+  |  204 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0229-9

Where have the fortuna lights gone? They were always visible in the sky above the Land of Light.  
But now they have vanished. The only thing that can bring them back is an enchanted amulet –  
and this is what Karla and Frederik need to find! Together with their glowing snail Tini, the two  
friends set off on an adventure-packed hunt. It leads them deep into the Glimmering Forest,  
teeming with wondrous creatures. Here they encounter Earth Murpels and Night Elves,  
Candle Goblins and sinister Shadow Biters. However, nothing’s going to distract  
Karla and Frederik from their goal: to re-illuminate the Land of Light… 

A new mission for  
The Wild Forest Four –  
the rescue commando  
for nursery children

Small heroes, big hearts!

Offers a rewarding insight into  
children who are different

 
A World 
Full of Magic
An enchanting, highly 
illustrated read-aloud 
book which the whole  
family will love!

The Wild Forest Four 1:  
Four Friends Banish Homesickness  
978-3-7707-0221-3 

The Wild Forest Four 2: Rabbit in Trouble  
978-3-7707-0227-5

Unadulterated adventure  
in a glowing forest full  

of fantastical creatures

Rights sold to

English sample translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-wilden-waldhelden/9783770702213?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-wilden-waldhelden/9783770702275?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-wilden-waldhelden/9783770702282?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/lichterland/9783770702299?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/sites/default/files/download/Sch%C3%BCtze_The%20Wild%20Forest%20Four.pdf


Sea inside for more  
sailor’s yarns from the  
Read-Aloud Fox!

Celebrating the 10th  
anniversary of our popular  
Question Book series

The Only Thing 
Worse Than  
Unicorns?  
Twonicorns!
Volume 2 of the fast-paced  
read-aloud best seller –  
Kurt defies all unicorn clichés!

Read-aloud enjoyment for  
children and adults alike

Kathrin Lena Orso· Nima Kellner · Carola Sieverding

The Little Fox Reads Aloud – 
Wild Pirates Ahoy!
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0218-3

The Little Fox has the most cosy cave ever created. 
Here, he reads to children. This time, it’s a diverse 
collection of pirate stories with animal heroes and 
thrilling adventures. There’s Sami, Elin and the 
Ghost Ship. Kiara the brave pirate-princess who finds 
the ship-goblin’s treasure. And Captain Foolsgold’s 
hilarious animal crew, bored during a lull – until a 
sea monster suddenly emerges from the depths … 

Petra Maria Schmitt · Christian Dreller · Heike Vogel

The Big Book of Children’s  
Questions – Clever Answers  
in Read-Aloud Stories
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+ 
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0244-2

Why don’t sharks have to go to the dentist? Why 
don’t penguins get cold feet? Where is the wind, 
when it’s not blowing? Children are never shy about 
asking questions. Adults, however, are not always 
quite so forthcoming with the answers – not least as 
they don’t always know them! However, these clever 
and amusing stories will help to plug the gaps.  

Chantal Schreiber · Stephan Pricken

Kurt 2: Unicorns, Twonicorns
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+  |  112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0247-3

Too much unicorning! After freeing the Princess, Kurt wants a bit of peace and quiet.  
However, Trill’s little brother and the other animals are still imprisoned, so his hopes of  
having a rest are dashed. What follows is a horn-ruffling adventure in which Kurt  
only just manages to escape from the clutches of a love-struck pig with its sights set on the  
unicorn – and then a Twonicorn appears on the scene and even more chaos ensues. 

Of course, everyone lives happily ever after, and all the animals are freed. In Volume 2 of her series 
about the grumpy unicorn Kurt, Chantal Schreiber has again created a fast-paced read-aloud treat.

More than 180,000  
Question Books sold!

Many more titles available in this series!

Kurt – Who’d Want  
to Be a Unicorn? 
978-3-7707-0083-7

Volume 3 coming  
in Spring 2021

Why Are Bananas Curved? 
978-3-7707-0029-5

Rights to the series sold to

More than  
12.000 copies sold!

Full English  
translation available
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kurt/9783770700837?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/der-kleine-fuchs-liest-vor/9783770702183?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/das-grosse-buch-der-kinderfragen/9783770702442?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/kurt/9783770702473?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/warum-ist-die-banane-krumm/9783770700295?m=r
mailto:rights%40verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de?subject=Request%20for%20English%20translation%20of%20Kurt
mailto:rights%40verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de?subject=Request%20for%20English%20translation%20of%20Kurt


The magic of reading –  
Unipig style

Four brothers and  
one pet – learning  
to read made fun 

More than 124,000  
copies sold of  
The Fairy School!

A dog of your own –  
Antonia Michaelis makes every 
child’s dream come true

Anna Böhm · Susanne Göhlich

Emmi & Unipig –  
Reading made Fun!
Early Reader Ages 5+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7512-0010-3

Unipig still finds reading a bit difficult. And he 
doesn’t much want to practise. Instead, he keeps 
conjuring up ABC biscuits. But when Emmi and 
Unipig have to return Dad’s borrowed books to the 
library, they encounter a whole host of book-mad 
mythical creatures. It would be too funny for words 
if Unipig didn’t end up being a keen reader too! 

Barbara Rose · Naeko Ishida

The Fairy School –  
The Secret of the Little Bat
Early Reader Ages 7+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0983-6

Oh no! It’s the first day with her new teacher, and 
Rosalie manages to oversleep. To add insult to 
injury, she terrifies the teacher’s timid bat Lola as 
she clatters into the classroom. The young fairies 
search madly for the missing bat, to no avail. Then 
the teacher tells them Lola’s secret. Will Rosalie and 
her friends be able to find the little bat now?  
A magical, wintry world awaits young readers. 

Lisa Dickreiter · Andreas Götz · Nicolai Renge

Berti and his Brothers –  
The COOLEST Pet in the World
Early Reader Ages 6+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1071-9

“We need a pet!” Bertie’s brothers decide. A shame 
that the money in Bertie’s piggy-bank will only 
stretch to a crayfish called Eddie. What’s anyone 
supposed to do with a crayfish? Bertie, however, 
finds Eddie super-cool. He looks fantastic with his 
red claws. But his brothers find it too boring just 
to watch Eddie. Eddie needs to have an adventure. 
But how’s it going to end for Eddie? Bertie simply 
has to save him! 

Antonia Michaelis

Animal Aid Club 2:  
Barking Dogs Often Need You!
Early Reader Ages 8+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1359-8

Barking here, barking there. Barking, barking everywhere. 
The poor four-legged creatures have to spend all day at 
home alone, waiting for their masters and mistresses to 
return. How boring! Thank goodness the Animal Aid 
Club are dog-lovers too. Every day, Janne, Tom und Ali 
pick them up after school and take them for a walk. The 
only problem is the awful dog who comes to join them 
uninvited. Oughtn’t his owner to be keeping a better 
eye on him? It’s only when the Animal Aid Club find 
themselves in the woods during a sudden storm that 
they realise who really needs their help… 

Animal Aid Club 1:  
All’s Well That Ends Well 
978-3-7891-1358-1

The Fairy School –  
Enchantment in Magenta Wood 
978-3-7891-4626-8

Berti and His Brothers –  
First Day at School and  
EVERYTHING Goes Wrong 
978-3-7891-1070-2

Emmi & Unipig – First Day  
at School with Pancakes 
978-3-7891-1479-3

Young readers aged 5–10 will be enchanted 
by the magical world of young fairy Rosalie

Rights to the 
series sold to

Rights to the series sold to

Packed with suggestions for reading out loud

Rights sold to

Rights  
sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/emmi-und-einschwein/9783751200103?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-feenschule/9783789109836?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/berti-und-seine-brueder/9783789110719?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-tierhelfer-2/9783789113598?m=r


Inki – Get Set,  
Go, Octopus 
978-3-7891-1007-8

Zapf

The Keepers of the Valley – The Winter Crystal
Early Reader Comic Ages 6+  |  64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1075-7

In the forest, Talis, Alva, Will und Sam discover a fabulous glittering stone.  
It’s the Winter Crystal! How did it get there? It needs to be returned to the summit  
of the mountain as quickly as possible. Only once it’s there can it bring the  
longed-for winter to the valley. The four courageous friends set off at once.  
But their route to the summit is beset with danger, and strange  
armoured creatures are hot on their heels …  

 
 
Comic Action  
and Adventure  
to Enthral all  
Emerging Reader  
Heroes!
With large-print speech-bubbles  
and cool illustrations.

Andreas Schlüter · Dirk Hennig

Inky – An Octopus Starts 
School
Early Reader Ages 8+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0970-6

Inky the octopus lives with his parents in 
Calmaria, right at the bottom of the sea. 
Calmaria has a school, restaurants, a library 
and a flea market. As well as fish, sea turtles 
and seahorses, moray eels also live there, but 
it’s best to keep out of their way. When Inky 
starts school, he finds that Fluffy the flounder 
is also in his class. Fluffy doesn’t speak any 
Calamarian and otherwise, he is somehow 
different, too. Can they still become friends?  

Knutsen · Michael Vogt

Bob18 and the Pig Called Thursday
Early Reader Ages 8+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1066-5

Bob18 lands on a remote island, but he can’t remember 
how he got there. When he explores his surroundings, 
he has the feeling he’s being watched. He finds an axe, 
cuts down some trees and builds himself a shelter. He’s 
hardly finished, when he receives a visit from a pig 
called Thursday who loves horror stories and wants 
to hunt zombies. So armed with a homemade wooden 
sword, the pair set out to protect a village from zombies, 
creepers and other unpleasant monsters – and a huge 
adventure begins!  

A wonderful school story in  
an underwater setting featuring 
many likeable characters  
and colourful illustrations

Comic-format story for emerging readers – a thrilling introduction to  
the world of reading which is bound to engage less confident readers too

Second book in the series to be published in autumn 2021

The number one  
trend game entices  
kids to books: learning  
to read with Minecraft!

An absolute must for Minecraft fans:  
The computer game in book form for  
beginning readers and is packed with  
colourful comic-style illustrations that are 
sure to appeal to any book-shy child. 

Rights sold to

Rights  
sold to

Was ist passiert?

inh_978-3-7891-1075_7_Waechter Tal Eiskristall_SL3.indd   54 25.05.2020   14:34:51

55

Unsere Ofenpanzer 
sind aus!

Was ist passiert? Nein!

Aber wir 
kommen wieder!

Wir müssen hier weg, 
solange wir noch können!

Ich friere 
jetzt schon.

Dann werden wir 
uns bald gar nicht mehr 

bewegen können.

inh_978-3-7891-1075_7_Waechter Tal Eiskristall_SL3.indd   55 25.05.2020   14:34:53

8

Der Wettlauf zählt nicht!

Zählt er doch!

Ich wette drei Eicheln, 
dass das für Talis 

schlecht ausgehen wird.

Wie jedes Mal.

inh_978-3-7891-1075_7_Waechter Tal Eiskristall_SL3.indd   8 25.05.2020   14:33:54

9

Weil Mädchen einfach 
schlechte Anführer sind.

Was ist dein 
Problem, Talis?

Wieso bist du immer 
so dagegen, dass ich 
der Anführer bin?

inh_978-3-7891-1075_7_Waechter Tal Eiskristall_SL3.indd   9 25.05.2020   14:33:55

Rights  
sold to
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/inki/9783789109706?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/bob18-und-das-schwein-namens-donnerstag/9783789110665?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-waechter-von-tal/9783789110757?m=r


“The Ogglies really know how to enjoy life. I think they have all kinds of  
exemplary characteristics: they are completely relaxed, trusting, and confident;  
they are adventurous and inquisitive. The Ogglies live under one roof as an  
extended family; this isn’t always easy, but it works. They don’t hold grudges,  
and they solve their problems with tolerance and imagination.” 
Erhard Dietl on his most successful children’s book series 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies in 
the Land of the 
Knights
Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ 
112 P. | 978-3-7891-2121-0 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies in  
Dinosaur Land
Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ 
112 P. | 978-3-7891-0899-0 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies in the 
Land of the Giant 
Octopuses
Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ 
112 P. | 978-3-7891-1076-4 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies  
Celebrate a  
Birthday
Picture Book Ages 4+ 
32 P. | 978-3-7891-1462-5 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies From  
Smelliville
Picture Book Ages 4+ 
32 P. | 978-3-7891-6410-1 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies.  
A Dragon Party  
for Firebottom 
The Totally Ogglified  
Birthday Story With Creative 
Ideas for Your Farty Party

Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ 
112 P. | 978-3-8415-0663-4 

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies’  
Birthday Trip
Early Readers Ages 6+ 
96 P. | 978-3-7891-2120-3 

Rights sold to

Full English translation 
available on request

Full English translation 
available on request

Rights sold to

Rights sold to

Rights sold to

Close to their mucky hearts:  
Erhard Dietl’s Ogglies go  
time-travelling again – this  
time in knight’s armour

Wow – what a birthday  
trip it is! Includes cheeky  
word puzzles and  
interactive Oggly fun

Travel back in time to the  
thrilling past – exciting and  
irresistibly funny reading  
matter for emerging readers
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https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-olchis-aus-schmuddelfing/9783789164101?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-olchis-auf-geburtstagsreise/9783789121203?m=r
https://www.oetinger.de/buch/die-olchis-im-land-der-ritter/9783789121210?m=r
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mailto:rights%40verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de?subject=Request%20for%20English%20translation%20of%20The%20Ogglies.%20A%20Dragon%20Party%20for%20Firebottom
mailto:rights%40verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de?subject=Request%20for%20English%20translation%20of%20The%20Ogglies%20From%20Smelliville
mailto:rights%40verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de?subject=Request%20for%20English%20translation%20of%20The%20Ogglies%20From%20Smelliville


The Ogglies become MOVIE STARS!
Six mouldy books to accompany the big Ogglies Film

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies –  
Welcome to Smelliville
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ 
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1461-8

In their search for a new home, the 
Ogglies come across Smelliville, a small, 
peaceful place somewhere in the middle 
of nowhere. It could be absolutely 
beautiful, if only there weren’t a blot 
on their idyll: the local rubbish tip! It 
stinks to high Heaven, and scares off 
all the tourists. 11-year-old Max, son of 
the Mayor, has together with Professor 
Sodawine long been tinkering with an 
ingenious machine which could solve 
the rubbish problem. But then Max 
sees the Ogglies just gobbling up all the 
rubbish. Might this be the solution?  

Erhard Dietl – Activity Books Ages 5+ 

The Ogglies – Riddles  16 P.  |  978-3-7891-1459-5

The Ogglies – Jokes  16 P.  |  978-3-7891-2106-7

The Ogglies – Experiments  16 P.  |  978-3-7891-2107-4

The Ogglies – Records  16 P.  |  978-3-7891-2108-1

Who can tell the most rotten jokes? Which Oggly is the strongest? What sorts of things  
can you do with rubbish? And how do you find your favourite smelly socks if they’ve gone  
missing on the rubbish tip? Oggly fans – and fans-to-be –  
can find out everything they could possibly want to  
know about their favourite stinkers and learn all kinds  
of cool things in these colourful pull-out pages.  
Find the Oggly answers to the most important  
everyday questions! 

Erhard Dietl

The Oggly ABC Film 
Companion
Early Readers Ages 6+ 
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2115-9

What an alphabet soup! The much-loved 
and highly entertaining Oggly first 
reader, featuring graphics from the film. 
The Ogglies love A because it smells of 
Ash. They tremble at B, because Baths 
are torture for Ogglies. C for Computer 
isn’t so bad, because the Ogglies find 
them as tasty as extension flexes.  

Learn the alphabet with  
Oggly nonsense and rhymes –  
the perfect present for  
children starting school

ANNEMARIE CARPENDALE
WAYNE CARPENDALE

WILLKOMMEN IN SCHMUDDELFING
© WunderWerk GmbH/Verlag Friedrich Oetinger GmbH/LEONINE Distribution GmbH

DEMNÄCHST NUR IM KINO

WWW.OLCHIS-FILM.DE  /DIEOLCHIS
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An I-can-do book by bestselling 
author Tatjana Strobel –  
sensitively handles difficult  
situations for children

A story of  
friendship and  
identity – a pig with a horn  
and its heart in the right place!

 
 
Lovable Heroes  
in Tricky Police  
Missions
Themes close to children’s hearts: 
animal protection and friendship

There’s no case that can’t be solved 
with brains, wit and friendship 

Tatjana Strobel · Andrea Pieper

Jerzy the Talking Jumper –  
The Secret of the  
Rainbow-coloured Wool
Children’s Fiction Ages 5+   
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-015-4

Mia has a problem at school. Ever since her class had 
a new teacher, her marks have been slipping, and 
she can’t concentrate. She eventually confides in her 
grandmother, who gives her a hand-knitted brightly 
coloured jumper. When Mia puts it on, she can’t believe 
her eyes and ears: “Pilou” can magically speak and 
understand Mia’s problems. Thus begins a special and 
miraculous friendship. Will Pilou be able to help Mia 
solve her problems? With her magical, speaking jumper, 
bestselling author Tatjana Strobel has created a friend 
and helpmate for every child. Pilou understands all 
children’s fears and anxieties, and gives them the tools 
to deal independently with the situations that bother 
them, and to find solutions to them. 

Anna Böhm · Susanne Göhlich

Emmi & Unipig 1: Unicorns Are 
Far Too Common
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+   
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0889-1

In Pixietown, every child gets a fabulous creature 
for their tenth birthday. Emmi’s big day is just 
around the corner and she is quite sure her 
creature will be a unicorn, a graceful, delicate 
unicorn. But when the day arrives, what does 
she see trotting towards her through the magical 
mist? A unipig! Emmi cannot imagine a fabulous 
creature less magical than this plump pink 
dumpling. As luck would have it, half the school 
already knows that Emmi wanted a unicorn, so a 
unipig is of course quite simply the last thing in 
the world she needs just now. But Emmi doesn’t 
yet know quite how unique the unipig is!

Anna Böhm · Ramona Wultschner

The Animal Police 1: Police Inspectors with Fur and Feathers
Children’s Fiction Ages 5+  |  176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2123-4

One morning, Flopson the red panda wakes up and discovers that her friend Tjalle the streaked 
tenrec, has disappeared. Flopson scents a crime, and leaves her safe cage to try to rescue Tjalle. 
In the process, she encounters Fridolin, a mini dwarf pony. He joins in with her search, but 
instead of finding Tjalle, they find the injured blue tit Meili. Together, the three of them seek 
sanctuary in a disused police car. However, the grumpy Syrian hamster Jack has already taken 
up residence there and doesn’t want to share his home with uninvited guests. But when they 
find an important clue pointing to the whereabouts of Tjalle, the four very different animals 
join forces. Only together can they solve the mystery – as THE ANIMAL POLICE! 

The Animal Police 2  
978-3-7891-1477-9

The new children’s  
series by Unipig creator  
Anna Böhm – second  
book in the series will be  
published in autumn 2021

Volume 2 will be published 
in winter 2020

Rights to the series sold to

English sample translation available

English sample translation available
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A Robber Who Doesn’t Want to Rob?!
Exactly the kind of topsy-turvy world that children love –  
new series by bestselling author Nina Weger

Jasmin Schaudinn · Iris Hardt

Edda of Moss Lane 2:  
Mission Secret Birthday
Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ 
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1451-9

Ever since Edda and Matti found an old 
computer keyboard on the rubbish heap, they 
have been obsessed by secret agents. So Edda, 
of course, wants a proper detective party for 
her seventh birthday. With shadowing people, 
and secret missions, and agent ID for all the 
guests. When Matti discovers a little mouse 
in the garden, Edda has a sweet pet as well. In 
addition to a brilliant Secret Agent birthday 
with all her friends!  

Nina Weger · Anna-Lena Kühler

Little Robber Rapido 1:  
The Thumping Great  
Robber Racket
Children’s Fiction Ages 5+ 
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1478-6

A robber who doesn’t want to 
rob anyone. That’s Little Robber 
Rapido, Nina Weger’s lovable new 
hero. “But why do robbers have to rob 
people?” Little Robber Rapido wonders. 
The answer is quite obvious to his  
friend, Rapscallion the Raccoon.  
It’s because they’re called robbers!  
“But why are they called robbers?” 
Sigh. This is precisely the problem: 
Rapido asks too many questions. 
He thinks too much. In fact, he’s 
completely un-robber-like. His father, 
Robber-in-Chief Rigorous, thinks so 
too. But then Rapido proves them 
all wrong!  

Meike Haberstock

Anton Has Time. But No Idea Why!
Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ 
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-3729-7

Anton is six years old, in his first year at school and he 
has time – unlike his mum, who is usually doing three 
things at once. Why is it that grown-ups never have any 
time and children always do? And why can’t you count 
time like you can marbles?  Why does the art class 
whiz past like a racing car but the maths class stretch 
endlessly like chewing gum? Anton decides to get to 
the bottom of the great time puzzle. Luckily, he has an 
above-the-belt creature, an unconscious mammoth and 
a bus-driving chameleon to help him, and after lots of 
wonderfully told and illustrated detours, Anton finds a 
simple and absolutely amazing solution! 

Nina Weger · Anna-Lena Kühler

Little Robber Rapido 2:  
The Athletes Attack!
Children’s Fiction Ages 5+ 
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-2124-1

Hey-ho, the robbers-oh! In the second volume 
of Nina Weger’s Robber Rapido series, there’s 

uproar in Pickpocket Woods: People 
wearing track-suits are jogging through 

the undergrowth! Forester 
Schmidt has built a keep-fit path. 

The band of robbers isn’t going to 
stand for that. But what can they do? It 

will take cunning and guile, as Little 
Robber Rapido discovers. 

A true easy read:  
generous typeface, a likeable 
hero and loads of humour

Edda on a mission:  
Her super-crazy ‘secret  
agent’ birthday

What is it  
about time?  
A smart, hilarious story  
about how long things take

FAVOURITES
OUR

Rights sold to

Edda of Moss Lane 
978-3-7891-1042-9

English sample translation available

Rights sold to

More than 34.000 copies sold!
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What if ...?  
Bello the dog turned  
into a human being!

Guaranteed to thrill child  
readers: School, friendship  
and mythical creatures

Welcome to Rocky  
Meadow Castle, where  
nothing is as it seems!

Good News  
For All Sat Fans:  
the Wish Machine 
is Back!
A brand-new Sat story  
written and illustrated by  
acclaimed author Paul Maar

Paul Maar · Ute Krause

Mr Bello and the Blue  
Wonder Drink
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ 
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-4251-2

“If that old woman hadn’t come into Daddy’s 
chemist’s shop, we would have been spared a 
great deal of excitement.” That’s how the story 
of Max and his dog, Bello, begins. – Mr Bello, 
to be precise. The blue liquid the strange old 
woman brings Max’s father makes plants grow 
unnaturally quickly. But when Bello drinks 
some of the supposed fertiliser, Max gets the 
surprise of his life. The liquid, you see, turns 
animals into human beings! 

Miriam Mann · Simona Ceccarelli

Mila and the Secret School –  
Did You Ever Stroke a  
Mythical Creature?
Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ 
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0112-3

Mila’s school burns down one night, and Mila is 
the only one in her class who is shipped off to 
Rocky Meadow Castle. Stupid Meadow Castle, she 
thinks. Who on Earth wants to go to a school in 
the middle of nowhere? However… the fact that 
Mila’s new school is in fact also a conservation 
centre for the last mythical creatures on Earth 
makes things a bit more interesting. And then Mila 
discovers that she has a particularly good instinct 
when it comes to these curious creatures. 

Paul Maar

The Sat and the Blue Dragon
Children’s Fiction Ages 7+  |  160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1476-2

The Sat isn’t allowed to do anything! So it spends its days being bored  
while Mr Taschenbier is at work. Through the window, it spies a couple  
of children clambering aboard a dragon. The Sat wishes it could do the  
same. As the dragon shop is shut, though, the Sat decides just this once to use the forbidden 
Wish Machine. Lo and behold: a little dragon appears before him! An entertaining game  
of hide and seek ensues, because Mrs Rotkohl must, needless to say, not discover what’s  
going on. However, there’s no way to hide the fact that everyone is so happy all of a  
sudden. For the Sat managed to conjure up a Chinese lucky dragon!

More than 5 million copies  
of the series sold!

Full English translation of volume 1 available on request

Rights sold to

English sample translation available

Rights to the series sold to

More Mr Bello 
Stories 
978-3-7891-4256-7

Mr Bello Is Back 
978-3-7891-4279-6
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Rätsel 16

Hilf Jule beim Knacken des Schlosses. Beginne bei Start 

und rechne die Aufgaben dem Pfeil folgend aus. Suche 

das Ergebnis und schreibe den passenden Buchstaben 

in die Lösungszeile. 

F
7

R
15

L
2

X
17

K
10

F
8

N
13

U
4

E
18

O
27

Start

Lösung:

3 • 9 =

17 – 9 =

42 : 6 = 35 – 17 =

7 + 6 =

M

M

M

M
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Kapitel 17

Jule hatte es tatsächlich geschafft! Das Schloss war auf-

gesprungen und der Weg in die Eingangshalle frei. 

»Wow!«, staunte Miri. »Vielleicht muss ich mir auch 

so ein Survival-Set wünschen. Das hat uns jetzt schon 

zum zweiten Mal gerettet.« 

Sie verließen die Burg und standen endlich wieder 

im Freien. Miri atmete die kühle Abendluft ein. Das 

Abenteuer in der Burg war wirklich aufregend gewesen, 

und sie fühlte sich richtig erschöpft. 

Das Karussell von Feddersen drehte 

schon fleißig zu den Klängen von »O Tan-

nenbaum« seine Runden. Zwei Kinder saßen 

mit glücklichen Gesichtern darauf. 

Miri, Jule und Fiona eilten zu ihren Pferden, die 

hinter dem Karussell angebunden waren. Der alte Fed-

dersen stand neben ihnen und tätschelte gerade Odins 

Hals. »Ah, das sind eure. Ich hab mich schon gefragt, ob 

meine Karussellpferde Nachwuchs bekommen haben«, 

sagte er und zwinkerte den Mädchen zu.

Miri lächelte entschuldigend. Sie hatte ein schlechtes 

Gewissen, weil sie die Pferde so lange allein gelassen 

hatten. 
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24 chapters, 24 puzzles,  
one story – the Advent calendar 
book for all pony-mad kids

Ponies, nature and magic –  
a touching tale of friendship,  
with the additional frisson  
of unicorn magic.

Thrilling,  
Emotional,  
and Full of  
Imagination
The fantastic new novel by  
Antonia Michaelis introduces  
children to life in Africa

Kathrin Lena Orso · Elke Broska

Christmas on Fir Tree Farm –  
24 Advent Puzzles to Solve
Children’s Fiction Ages 9+ 
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0643-6

Miri is in despair: just before Christmas, she 
discovers that her parents’ riding school is in 
financial difficulties. Will most of their Icelandic 
ponies have to be sold? Miri and her friends Jule 
and Fiona decide to help out, and organise a big 
Christmas market. When news reaches them of 
a legendary treasure-trove, the threesome set off 
to find it. Can they save the riding school and the 
Christmas market?  

Antonia Michaelis · Sanna Wandtke

The Magic Suitcase of a Thousand Treasures
Children’s Fiction Ages 10+  |  300 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1508-0

When eleven-year-old Madagascan street urchin Rabé discovers a magic  
casket, his life changes instantly. For it contains a treasure map which leads  
to a place deep in the jungle. Together with the German boy Benja, Rabé sets off to find  
the treasure. But who is the hunchbacked old woman whom they keep encountering?  
Why is the man in the SUV following them? And what is the connection between  
the treasure and little Kintana and the old magician? The boys finally unconver the  
secret of the casket, its former owners, and a tragic disaster from years ago… 

Alexandra Link

Fjella – A Pony Like Caramel  
and Gold
Children’s Fiction Ages 10+ 
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0642-9

13-year-old Lina lives in the mountains with her 
father and brother. When she is given the mare 
Fjella, it seems as if her happiness is complete. 
However, the caramel-coloured pony is beyond 
unusual, and has a horny place between her ears… 
Soon not only Fjella but also Lina and her friend 
David are in danger – for Fjella is very special, and 
unfortunately the wrong people get wind of this.  

The Mill Kids –  
Princess Jorunn and  
the Water Troll 
978-3-7891-1047-4

Witch Song 
978-3-7891-1052-8

Silverhorse 1:  
Dancing With the Wind 
978-3-7891-1348-2

 A perilous treasure hunt through  
the Madagascan jungle: street urchin  
Rabé’s search for happiness

Rights  
sold to

Rights  
sold to

Rights  
sold to

Long summary 
available here

Long summary available here
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At Last: Things  
Get Even Cooler!
The third and final volume  
of one of Germany’s most  
successful “boy books”

Eagerly Anticipated:  
Alea’s Adventure 
Continues
Dramatic cliffhanger finale of  
volume 5 makes this a must-read

Juma Kliebenstein · Alexander Bux

Properly Cool At Last!
Children’s Fiction Ages 10+  |  256 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-1082-5

The Freaks are back! After their mega-successful gig at the end of the summer term, 
Martin’s and Karli’s band has been voted the school’s band, and Karli’s grandpa has  
even let them have his garage as a rehearsal space. Everything would be perfect if  
only Martin knew how to tell Luna how he feels about her. And then there’s Shirin …  
But then a welcome diversion intervenes and saves Martin from his emotional  
traumas: he and Karli meet a real live rock star who takes them with him on a  
thrilling journey … The third volume in the ultra-cool series by Juma Kliebenstein. 

Tanya Stewner · Claudia Carls

Alea Aquarius 6: The River of Oblivion
Children’s Fiction Ages 10+  |  640 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0436-7

In the eagerly anticipated sixth volume of the bestselling series by Tanya  
Stewner, Alea Aquarius’s adventures take a new turn. Robbed of all their  
memories, the Alpha Cru have to reorientate themselves. Who is targeting  
them? Who is the man with the black coat and the barrel organ who is watching 
them from the harbour? And were there originally more members of the gang? 
Alea wouldn’t be Alea if she didn’t decide to take on her adversaries in order to 
save her friends, even if the odds seem to be stacked against her. 

The Day I Started to Be Cool 
978-3-7891-4045-7

The Night I Became Supercool 
978-3-7891-4060-0

BESTSELLER: 

640,000
ALEA AQUARIUS 

BOOKS AND AUDIO-
BOOKS SOLD

Alea Aquarius.   The Call of the Water (1)  978-3-7891-4747-0   
The Colours of the Ocean (2)  978-3-7891-4748-7  /  The Secret of the Oceans (3)  978-3-7891-4749-4 
The Power of the Tides (4)  978-3-7891-0888-4  /  The Rain’s Message (5)  978-3-7891-1353-6

MORE THAN 

140,000
COPIES SOLD 

OF THE SERIES!

Rights to the series sold to

Rights to the 
series sold to

Check out the Alea song “No Longer 
Silent” on YouTube and see how active 
Alea’s fans are on social media:

klick!
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Includes valuable  

EXPERT TIPS  

by trampolining  

professional and  

NINJA WARRIOR  

Daniel Schmidt

Michael König

Escape Room for Families –  
Adventures in Your Own Home
Non Fiction Ages 6+  |  104 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-96846-003-1

Turn your home into an Escape Room – with a whole host of challenges in all the 
different rooms! In the game, players are shut in and the doors are secured by a 
combination lock.

Your mission is to work together as a family to escape from the ’room’. Now things 
become exciting: you’ll need to rack your brains, work things out, search for things 
– because you can only escape once you’ve found the right code. The puzzles are 
true brain-teasers; however, there’s fun to be had as well. Ever heard of the Tickling 
Challenge or the Food Pairing Contest? No? Well, you will do now!

Daniel Schmidt

Jump & Fun – Lazy & Crazy  
Trampolining Stunts
Non Fiction Ages 8+ | 128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-009-3

Tentative bunny-hopper or proper jumper? “Jump and Fun” 
is a book which offers the ultimate in challenges for kids and 
teens who want to have fun and look amazing. Includes around 
20 tutorials for different jumps, important safety advice, and 
cool ideas for trampoline-based battles and parties. Includes 
top insider tips by expert Daniel Schmidt, world-class level 
trampolinist and several times finalist in the “Ninja Warrior 
Germany” series. 

Ralph Schill · Paul Giraud

Walter the Water Bear and  
His Grand World Tour
Non Fiction Ages 6+ | 80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-96846-000-0

Walter is a little water bear who lives in Greenland. He has 
barely had chance to thaw out after his hibernation before 
his ice floe snaps off and takes him on an odyssey around 
the world. Water bears are tiny and can adapt to extreme 
living conditions. Like no other creatures on the planet, 
they are a byword for bio-diversity. Walter’s involuntary 
journey around the world leads him through the great 
multitude of the Earth’s habitats. On the way, he meets all 
sorts of other animals, and learns about the biodiversity 
of our flora and fauna and the way in which everything 
hangs together in a natural balance.

Take an adventure-filled journey with Walter around a 
world which has biodiversity as its core. An oft-discussed 
topic given a new slant with this book and cuddly water 
bear toy. 

The first guide to the trampolining 
trend aimed at children; safe and fun 
actitivies suitable for use at home 
and in sports halls. 

Biodiversity and environmental  
awareness in an age-appropriate  
format – suitable for reading aloud  
or alone

Quality Time: this book is great fun, offers endless  
opportunities for family bonding, and promotes  
creativity, deductive skills and empathy.

This interactive book leads participants step by step 
through the game, offering useful tips along the way.  
If you get really stuck, the solutions are at the end, too! 

 
 
Adventure’s 
Coming 
Home!
The first family book 
that transforms your 
own four walls into  
an Escape Room!

Stunts for all  
levels and abilities

With suggestions  
for trampolining  
battles and  
games suitable  
for groups
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DANCE-Challenge

Fun  rating! Do  it again?

How was it?

This week I’m going to turn my music right up in my bedroom for 10 minutes - and dance!

Doro Ottermann

More Unusual Ideas for Wild Girls
Activity Books Ages 10+ 
200 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0625-2

Inquisitive girls become strong women. That being 
the case: go for it, wild girls! Here, you’ll find fun 
suggestions, motivating thought experiments, 
and amusing techno tricks.  There are no pink and 
princessy clichés here: this is for real, tough girls. 
As always, it’s easy to put the ideas into practice by 
“using what you can find in the kitchen cupboard”. 
An innovative interactive book which will unleash 
your creative energy: fun and success guaranteed!  

Jana Crämer

Inimitably You!  
How To Stay Your Own Best Friend
Activity Books Ages 12+ 
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0655-9

Jana Crämer hasn’t always had it easy, but she has always 
made the best of it. Being happy isn’t the same as being 
perfect: this much has Jana learned. This is also her message, 
and forms the basis of her second activity book. Includes  
anecdotes and quotations from her own life, full of ideas 
and encouraging exercises and with loads of space to write 
in. This book is like your best friend, a new and inspiring 
activity book by the renowned body positive blogger.  

Silvia Schröer

You and Me, and What  
Makes Us So Special
Activity Books Ages 12+ 
160 Pages  |  EAN 4260160881543

Together, work out who you are, what you believe  
in, and what your friendship means. Fire questions 
at one another, and solve problems together. 
Write everything down. Draw, scribble, make …  
however you do it, you can create a unique 
snapshot of your friendship – in book format. 

Silvia Schröer

Myself, My Life, and What  
Really Matters To Me
Activity Books Ages 12+ 
160 Pages  |  EAN 4260160881550

What moves you? What do you dream of?  
What drives you up the wall? Such questions 
and little challenges inspire you to examine 
yourself and develop your views on your own 
life and the things that are going on around you. 
Arguably the most exciting way to keep a diary! 

Inspiring new activity book  
by the renowned body positivity  
messenger – packed with  
suggestions and encouragement

Fill-in journals  
are the current  
hottest trend  
in stationery

Carry on, girls!  
Creativity, not clichés: new ideas 
à la Goodnight Stories for Rebel 
Girls and The Girls’ Book

Write Stories! Preferably Your Own
Bursting with ideas to encourage creative self-reflection 

The poetry album re-booted: two fantastic gifts for adults, too

Unusual Ideas  
for Wild Girls 
978-3-8415-0615-3

Inimitably You!  
How to Become Your 
Own Best Friend 
978-3-8415-0641-2

     Be who you are!  
   Blogger Jana motivates 
her readers to accept 
themselves as they are
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RUTH  

This book is your personal wake-up call!

And I don’t just mean it gets you out of bed – I mean it’s going 

to help you to stand up for your own beliefs and opinions!

JULIA

What? I’ve barely woken up,

and you’re already wanting

me to get stuck in?

 

  RUTH 
Yes – there’s no time to waste!

The world needs creative 

activists like you and me!

  

 

Julia Nitschke / Ruth Schultz

Hear, Hear! Your Opinons Count  
Make a Stand With This Challenge Book
Activity Books Ages 12+  |  160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0174-1

Which prejudices are you secretly harbouring? Can boys be feminists too?  
And why is it sometimes so hard to say no?

You don’t just get your opinions from out of the blue. You have to form them yourself.  
Sounds like hard work? Well, it is. But it’s good fun too! The co-authors Ruth and Julia take  
you with them on a journey to find yourself and to engage with the hot topics of our times.  
So grab a pen and set off – this book can’t function without you! 

Philipp Steffan, Caroline Morfeld, Tobias Gralke

Call It Out! Courteously but  
Radically Countering Right-wing  
Populist Language
Non Fiction Ages 12+ 
96 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0673-3

Why is language so important? Because HOW we say 
something is fundamentally linked to WHAT we say. 
In this new volume, the activist organisation “Tadel 
verpflichtet! e.V.” exposes right-wing populist language 
and the world view behind it. Practical examples help 
the reader to judge difficult situations accurately, and 
to counter them politely but radically. 

Andrea Rings

Get Involved!  
Argue Smart for the Climate
Non Fiction Ages 12+ 
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0665-8

Learn to argue like Greta in six punchy chapters: 
What are we facing? To what extent are society and 
politics to blame? What are the psychological effects 
of impending climate change? How can I defuse 
myths about the climate? Tips for effective ways to 
talk about the climate, ideas to help you get involved 
yourself, and conversational techniques to employ. 
In short: get involved!  

Recognising right-wing  
language patterns:  
the highly topical follow-up  
to Say Something! 

Arguments for climate protection, 
rhetorical techniques, and helpful 
tips – in the tradition of Stéphane 
Hessels Time for Outrage!

For teenagers 
and young 
adults seeking a 
fun challenge

Political topics presented  
in a modern and accessible 
way for young people

Flip-Cover

Say What You 
Think. Do What  
You Think is Right
The self-help book for life:  
political, provocative, informative  
and inspiring

Say Something! Radically 
Polite Arguments Against  
Right-Wing Populism 
978-3-8415-0606-1

Clear Message: Speak out 
against right-wing extremism!

More than 26.000 
copies sold!
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Grit Poppe

Betrayed
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+  |  336 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0164-2

When his grandmother has to move to a care home, Sebastian has to move in with his father, 
who left their family when Sebastian was just a baby. He feels no connection with this man who 
served a life sentence and barely addresses a word to him. It is, however, better than going back 
to that dreadful children’s home which Social Services initially placed him in – and where he 
came to care secretly about Katja, who ran away. One day, though, a man appears at Sebastian’s 
school and forces him to agree to spy on his teachers and schoolmates. He turns him into an 
unofficial Stasi collaborator, and persuades him to spy on his own father. 

Silas Matthes

Lousy Victims
Young Adult Fiction Ages 13+ 
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-014-2

Summer holidays. Two best friends. Comics, 
computer games, music and girls. And then the first 
day back at school comes round and the monster 
is back. How much can you stand before you have 
to defend yourself and if you defend yourself, how 
far should you go? The downward spiral of violence 
spins increasingly out of control.  

Antonia Michaelis

Storyteller
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
448 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-4289-5

Abel Tannatek is a misfit, a truant and a drug dealer. 
Against her better judgement, Anna falls desperately 
in love with him because she sees the other Abel: 
the gentle, sad boy who takes care of his sister and 
tells Anna a story that touches her soul. But the fine 
line between reality and fantasy gradually becomes 
blurred. What if the story isn’t a story but awful 
reality? What if Anna’s worst fears are confirmed? 

Authentic. Literary.  
An extraordinary debut  
novel with a powerful story  
on the subject of bullying

The 22-year-old author tells a 
story of torment, power and 
control with oppressive realism, 
but not without humour and a 
light touch 

Drug dealer, beloved  
boyfriend, murderer?  
Fast-moving thriller and touching 
love story – unputdownable!

First, You Betray 
Your Conscience. 
Then You Betray 
Your Family
A teen fiction first: young  
people in the GDR being turned 
into unofficial collaborators  
by the Stasi

Shut Away 
978-3-7915-0143-7

Runaway 
978-3-7915-1633-2

Rights sold to

More than 150,000 
copies sold

Full English translation 
available on request

Rights sold to

Rights sold to
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Heike Abidi

Totally 12
Young Adult Fiction Ages 11+  |  192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0628-3

Being twelve years old is no picnic. Tessa’s parents don’t care for her new 
hobby (playing the drums), and then there are the boys in their school band. 
Noel is cute, but … Fortunately, Tessa’s sister can give her tips via Skype –  
and her sister wrote the book Everything Girls Should Know Before They Turn 13, 
so she at least knows her stuff!  

Thekla Kraußeneck · Dörte Dosse

Cronos Cube 3: Free Will
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
560 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0616-0

Zack slowly starts to recover. Everything hurts. He 
spent three months in solitary confinement. Now 
the monitoring organisation META has incarcerated 
him in Gundremmingen, a prison camp, where he 
has to dispose of radioactive waste. The reason? The 
whole of Europe believes him to be the terrorist Orion, 
who posts videos of attacks on the internet. But Zack 
knows that Lachlan is behind the videos. And Lachlan 
is no longer behaving like the friend he once was. 
Fortunately Zack encounters an old female friend 
who’s willing to help him. Can he prove his innocence 
to the world? And can he stop Lachlan in his tracks? 

Anja Ukpai

Meridian Princess 2:  
The Time Inheritors of London
Young Adult Fiction Ages 13+ 
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0604-7

Jade has returned the magic hour hand to the Time 
Inheritors’ Society. However, her best friend Mat lost 
his powers in the process, and now has to leave the 
Academy. Fortunately, Jade still has Orla and Henry. 
But why has Henry suddenly started rebuffing her? 
And then there’s the mysterious stranger who she 
sees creeping around the Clockmakers’ Market. 
Could it be that the Time Knights have returned? 
They’ve only ever had malice in mind … 

Virtual reality novel for digital 
native readers – combines  
the gaming scene with a  
dramatic dystopian setting

Atmospheric boarding 
school fantasy set in 
modern-day London

Reunites readers with familiar protagonists

Best selling topics in a totally original form:  
time, school, secret societies

Everything  
Pre-Teens  
Need to Read
The perfect present  
for 12-year-olds

Also available in this series

Cronos Cube 1 
978-3-8415-0588-0

Also available: Everything Girls Need to Know Before They Turn 13   978-3-86430-062-2

Really 13   978-3-86430-025-7  |  Suddenly 14   978-3-86430-047-9  |  Finally 15!   978-3-86430-052-3

Also available in this series

Meridian Princess 1:  
The Clockmakers’ Academy 
978-3-8415-0613-9

MORE THAN 

135,000
COPIES SOLD OF 

THE SERIES
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Nova Hill

The Woods 1: The Abandoned Sanatorium
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+  |  320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0656-6

On a field trip, twins Ira and Vanjo lose their way in the woods. They seek sanctuary in a 
dilapidated sanatorium, where they encounter a group of young people from a boot camp.  
But something isn’t right. Why do all routes lead back to the doors of the sanatorium? Where  
are the nocturnal gasping and shuffling sounds coming from? Thrown back on their own  
resources, there’s only one thing they can do: solve the mystery of the sanatorium. However,  
the tensions within the group are mounting, and it soon transpires that they are in real danger.  

Nena Tramountani

City of Elements 4:  
The Call of the Fire
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
400 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0652-8

 

 

Tessarect. A city strictly divided according to the four elements – and those who rule 
them. Kia is kidnapped and brought here and then discovers that her life is in danger 
because she is the child of two element bearers – and that makes her unique. Her 
kidnapper Will, of all people, turns out to be her inventi, born to protect her come what 
may. Unfortunately, he’s not only unbearable, but also pretty good at his job and never 
lets Kia out of his sight. Somehow she has to give him the slip if she is to find out who 
can be trusted in this impenetrable maze of alliances and secrets – and to awaken the 
extraordinary talent that is said to be slumbering within her

Nena Tramountani

City of Elements 3:  
The Magic of the Air
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
400 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0603-0

Volume 3 and 4 of the captivating, fast moving, thrilling series –  
the sweet spot where romance meets modern fantasy

Critically acclaimed young author of massive potential

Highest level excitement and mystery

Group dynamics, psychological tension,  
dual narrative perspective in a nightmarish  
setting: an abandoned sanatorium

Volumes 2 and 3 are coming out spring 2021

 
 
In the Woods,  
You Are All Alone
A Netflix-style mystery –  
like The Society, Dark and  
Stranger Things

City of Elements 1: The Power of Water 
978-3-8415-0596-5

City of Elements 2: The Strength of the Earth 
978-3-8415-0600-9

The Woods 2: The Lost Ones 
978-3-8415-0657-3

The Woods 3: The Final Arrival 
978-3-8415-0658-0

Long English summary available

Long English summary available
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Thrilling  
suspense:  
how does a final  
breath sound? 

Three dead girls,  
a dark secret and a  
devilish game

A subtle page turner about a series  
of mysterious teenage deaths – 
about murder, secrets and the 
darkest depths of human nature

Thrilling and sensual  – 
combines romantic  
tension with the glittering 
world of fashion

Film Set  
Glamour,  
Intrigue  
and False  
Identities
A protagonist who  
can become other 
people: a gripping  
plot with a  
compelling fantasy 
twist

Summer Green

Everything you are
Young Adult Fiction Ages 15+ 
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0618-4

Emma is over the moon: she has been 
awarded a grant to attend the college 
of her dreams. She and her fun-loving 
room-mate Lara immediately become 
best friends. It’s just a shame that the 
gorgeous unknown boy whom Emma has 
more than once rescued from unpleasant 
situations and who has such soft lips, 
turns out to be exactly the same guy 
whom Lara fancies … and also turns out 
to be hiding a pistol in his car.  

Andreas Götz

Can You Hear Death?
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+ 
336 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-3616-0

Never has Linus been happier! He has just 
got together with Lucy and is enjoying life 
to the full. But then his world is shattered, 
when his mother is kidnapped. And no 
one knows what the kidnapper wants. He 
sends audiofiles in which Linus’ mother 
can be heard – but that still gives them 
no clues. Even Linus’ father Richard is at 
a complete loss. In his despair, Richard 
turns unofficially and in the strictest of 
confidence to his old friend Frank at the 
Federal Criminal Police Office. When a 
ransom demand comes in shortly after, 
the clues all point to Lucy’s brothers. But 
do they really have something to do with 
the kidnapping? Their doubts test Linus’ 
and Lucy’s love to the limits.

Andreas Götz

Die Softly, My Angel!
Young Adult Fiction Ages 16+ 
368 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-3615-3

Munich, the end of a hot summer. 
Three girls die within the space of a 
few weeks – seemingly, it was their 
own decision. But that is only half 
the truth. Because all three wanted 
to go to their deaths with the man 
they loved. They had no idea that 
the very man who wanted to die 
with them would turn out to be 
their worst enemy.  

Evelyn Uebach

Wonderful Intrigues – When The Masks Slip
Young Adult Fiction Ages 14+  |  448 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0635-1

Thanks to her ability to become other people, impersonator Elodie 
is hired by soap star Wynter to take the latter’s place on the set of 
“Wonderful Intrigues”. Thus begins a secret game based on lies. Wynter 
doesn’t want to carry on pretending to be in a relationship with her co-
star Nord just for PR purposes. Elodie, who needs the money to pay for 
her sister’s hospital treatment, initially finds the idea – and Nord – very 
attractive. Before very long, though, the lines between fake and reality 
become dangerously blurred. Will the masks slip? 

Also available 

Hold Me Now 
978-3-8415-0624-5 Rights sold toRights sold to

Long English summary available

Long English  
summary available

Long  
English  
summary  
available

English sample  
translation available
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